
THE STORY OF PAUL BERNARDO

Paul Kenneth Bernardo (born August 27, ), also known as Paul Jason Teale , is a Canadian serial killer and serial rapist.
He is known for committing several.

Tammy Homolka and "Jane Doe" were anesthetized by Homolka using chemicals stolen from her workplace
and raped by Bernardo in a controlled environment, while Homolka recorded it on video, with no intention to
kill them. In November, two detectives visited Bernardo and took blood, saliva, and hair samples from him,
but they wouldn't be tested for two years. They raped her for three days before strangling her with the same
cord used to kill Mahaffy. The victim woke up the next day with nausea but left without realizing that she had
been raped. Tammy began to vomit and stopped breathing after Homolka held her down to clear her throat.
Coordinating the events of that night with the starting and stopping point of the videotape, and the time the
call was made to Emergency Servicesâ€”it appears that only Karla Homolka was with her sister when she
died. He spied on her and hatched a plan to rape her with Homolka's assistance, who would also make sure
that Tammy remained a virgin until that moment. Twelve-Year Sentence On 6 July , as part of a plea bargain
with prosecutors, Homolka was convicted after pleading guilty to two counts of manslaughter in the Mahaffy
and French murders. She then described the Scarborough rapes for which he was convicted, in which young
women were grabbed at bus stops and raped in the bushes. They were instantly attracted to each other and had
sex that same night, with their friends present. She now lives in Montreal. The police and media dubbed him
"The Scarborough Rapist," after the Ontario town in which many of the sexual assaults were committed.
Anger is the primary behaviour exhibited by the offender during his attacks and his intent is to punish and
degrade the victims, as he is angry with all women. He often called her fat and ugly. He studied how to entice
women like he studied how to do well in business. Also, for some reason, the author seemed to focus more on
trying to explain the actions of Karla as opposed to Paul, and she even has an entire chapter devoted to her life
in prison, and her eventual early parole and life afterward. Since it did no damage to the eyebrows or
eyelashes, the burn does not appear to be the result of anything flammable or the result of a splash with
corrosive material, and the demarcated edges of the burn stand above the top layer of skin, as in relief. The
search of the house including updated warrants lasted 71 days, and the only tape found by police had a brief
segment of Homolka performing oral sex on "Jane Doe". Ideally, neighboring law enforcement jurisdictions
work together in a spirit of cooperation to move toward a common goal. Over the next few years, the
relationship intensified. The face was battered and the hair had been shaved from the head, but an old injury
â€” the missing tip of the left pinky finger â€” immediately told investigators that the corpse was that of
Kristen French, 15, of St. Bob Tymczyszyn, Canadian Press Feb. Homolka never returned to the couple's
house in Port Dalhousie. Karla's story continues up to , though, while there is not another mention of
Bernardo. After Mahaffy asked him for a cigarette, Bernardo led her to his car, where he blindfolded her,
forced her inside and drove her to Port Dalhousie, telling Homolka that they had "a playmate". Marilyn was
depressive and would leave her family unattended to visit other relatives during the weekend, and eventually
retreated into the basement. First, he was told after an argument between his parents that Kenneth Bernardo
wasn't his biological father, but that he had been conceived as a result of a sexual encounter between Marilyn
and her once favorite suitor. Astonishingly, the serial killer and serial rapist â€” serial psychopath â€” appears
little changed from the man who, in , was sentenced to life in prison with no possibility of parole for at least
25 years. She had two younger sisters, Lori and Tammy. Everything unraveled after that, and soon both Paul
and Karla would find themselves facing the legal consequences of their actions. Now, if you did NOT happen
to be in Canada in the late 90's, this book would be a fantastic true crime read A friend who found Bernardo's
suicide note intervened, and Homolka moved in with relatives in Brampton. The last assault attributed to the
Scarborough Rapist occurred in  Homolka and Bernardo came up with a plan to force Tammy into being a
surrogate virgin for her older sister. Rosen says Homolka's testimony was not credible and should not be
believed by jurors. After the other family members had retired, the couple brought Tammy to the basement,
where Homolka held a cloth soaked in Halothane over Tammy's mouth. Both stopped breathing during their
ordeal and the couple tried to revive them, but were unsuccessful in Tammy's case. Season Nine " Mr. And
keep in mind Karla, all on her own, drugged and anesthetized her friend not once but twice, in exactly the
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same manner she obviously knew had killed her sister just a scant six months before. Anderson" contains a
serial-killer couple loosely based on Bernardo and Homolka, and the Bernardo case was mentioned by the
Behavioral Analysis Unit team when they delivered their profile to the local police. Unlike his previous
girlfriends, Homolka easily submitted to and encouraged his sexual behavior, writing his indications on a
"self-improvement list". Unlike her mercurial partner, she is steadier and more careful.


